Nick Lachey Explains Why He’s
Marrying Vanessa Minnillo on
TV
It’s official! Nick Lachey and Vanessa Minnilo have agreed
to have their wedding recorded live, according to
UsMagazine.com. However, Lachey admits that having cameras at
their wedding wasn’t an easy decision. “We kind of wrestled
with that for a while, for obvious reasons,” he told reporters
Saturday during his bachelor party at TAO in Las Vegas.
“Having done reality TV in the past, I didn’t necessarily want
to jump right back into it without having thought it through
to great length, and we did.” A reason the singer agreed to
have cameras on his special day was because they weren’t going
to stay there for long. “It’s a one-off special; a chance to
kind of have a great experience and a great moment in our
lives documented on TV, and also for us, to have a great
wedding video at the end of it,” he said of their TLC wedding
special, which will be broadcast shortly after the couple
swaps vows.
What are the advantages of having your wedding recorded?

Cupid’s Advice:
Your wedding day is special and is one of the most important
days of your life. It’s a day that couples want to cherish
and what better way to do that than to have it recorded?
Here’s why:
1. Memories: Having your special day recorded means you’ll be
able to relive the moment over and over again. If things start
getting tough, remind yourself about how happy you were on

your wedding day.
2. Friends and family: You may not hang out with your friends
and family as much as you used to, and a wedding video will
allow you to see your loved ones all together on your special
day.
3. Pass it down: You can pass your wedding video on to your
children so they can see the day you were married.
Is there a specific reason why you or someone you know
recorded their wedding? Let us know in a comment below.

